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The Seeking
WORLDS DIVIDED THEM. DESTINY BROUGHT THEM
TOGETHER. ONLY LOVE WILL SAVE THEM. Praise for
the Immortal Essence series: "Michael and Venus
have probably been the best pairing/couple that I've
read about this year! GO READ THIS BOOK! You will
love it. Seriously." ~ Nancy, reviewer Tumbling
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Books"Writing that moves readers to ponder their
hearts is good writing, and that's what readers will
find with Workman. Her protagonist is strong willed,
her antagonist is easy to hate, and her mentor is easy
to love." ~ Kathleen Brebes "What a ride!" ~ Taffy
Lovell______________________________Venus has
become immortal, just as she always wanted. In the
process she hurt Zaren, lost Michael, and destroyed
her family. At least that's what she believed.Turns out
Ramien, the god of Kelari's underworld has her
parents, and Michael. To save them, Venus makes a
deal. She must complete three trials. They seem
impossible. They certainly won't be easy. Worst of all,
someone she loves will wind up dead. More praise for
the Immortal Essence series: "I felt like I was literally
out of this world for a while." ~ Melissa Lemon, author
of Cinder and Ella"I love a book where the details fit
together like pieces in a puzzle" ~ Rachel Morgan
___________________Books in the Immortal Essence
SeriesEXILEDDOVETAILEDALIGNEDZAREN'S
TRAVELSEARTH'S GUARDIAN

Alice in Demonland
Beware the Gray People Each Seeking, the magic that
protects the town of Carra must be renewed, which
means the children of the Exalted Family must go into
hiding. Whether it be through disguise or bribe,
through trusted friends or perfect hiding places, every
child of the Priest family must avoid capture for the
full day. When things go wrong with the renewal, it’s
up to seventeen-year-old Dahlia, the middle child of
the Priest family, and her girlfriend, Bisa, to escape
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Carra and find the magical beings responsible for the
protection. They must learn who would require such a
cruel game to be played every year and if the
protection of the Gray People is really worth such a
deadly cost. What they will discover is far worse.

Seven Magics Academy Books 1-3: Blood
and Snow, Fate and Magic, & Queen of
the Vampires
A developmental perspective on the psychopathology
of offspring of depressed mothers.

Vampire Prey
This world-renowned, bestselling series has sold more
than two million copies worldwide. Within are many
reimagined fairytales set against an urban backdrop.
Included are the grown-up tales of Snow White with a
vampire twist, Cinderella and her destiny as a witch,
the tale of Beauty who is also the Beast, Aurora and
the kiss that awakens her curse, as well as Alice, who
is half demon and totally kick ass. Along with these
amazing characters, you'll meet dragons, the evil
Maleficent, original vampires, werewolves, the
vaktare, angels, and so much more. *** Pick up your
copy and read today! *** SNOW WHITE'S tale begins
in Salem. She's always believed herself to be a
modern girl living in an ordinary world, but when a
Hunter with fangs takes some of her blood, she
discovers her existence is part of a fairytale destiny
she never knew existed. Soon enough she realizes
normal is just a word and has nothing to do with her,
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her best friend Cindy, or her seven gorgeous
neighbors. BLOOD AND SNOW (book 1)
MASQUERADE'S MOON (book 2) LOVE BLEEDS (book
3) Cindy Witch (short story) The Hunter's Tale (short
story) Gabriel (short story) After the Kiss (short story)
Blood's Rose (short story) CINDERELLA'S tale is called
THE CINDY CHRONICLES and is complete in book 4.
She's a witch with a destiny beyond her wildest
imaginations and she has an excellent imagination!
JASMINE'S tale takes place over five books. Three are
included in this boxed set! She's an original vampire
with wings who wishes for nothing more than to go to
a normal high school and fall in love with a normal
boy. As soon as her wish is granted, she realizes the
saying, be careful what you wish for has merit.
VAMPIRE LIES (book 5) VAMPIRE SECRETS (book 7)
VAMPIRE NIGHTS (book 9) VAMPIRE FATE (book 11 ~
sold separately) VAMPIRE WISHES (coming soon) The
Professor's Origin (short story) BEAUTY'S tale is of
Beatrice. She's wealthy beyond measure as well as
arrogant, but when a gorgeous young man takes his
mother's place as her servant, she begins to see that
there's more to life than money, and that she's part of
a legacy that might explain why she's such a beast. A
BEAUTY SO BEASTLY (book 6) A BEAUTY SO DEADLY
(coming soon) A BEAUTY SO COMPLETELY (coming
soon) SLEEPING BEAUTY'S story is of an amazing
young woman named Asha. Living in Montana with
her three eccentric but loving aunties, she takes part
in a play where she's kissed by a handsome stranger
and that kiss awakens her curse. ASHA'S KISSES
(book 8) ASHA'S CURSE (coming soon) ASHA'S EVER
AFTER (coming soon) Finally, you'll meet ALICE. In this
Alice in Wonderland reimagining, Alice lives down in
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Demonland where's she's learning to become a Dark
Moth. But on a trip into Wonderland, she discovers
her destiny might include more than just slaying
demons, it might include love. But just what is the
man she's fallen for? Is he half demon like her or
something else completely? ALICE IN DEMONLAND
(book 10) ALICE FIGHTS DEMONLAND (book 12 ~ sold
separately) ALICE TAKES DEMONLAND (book 13 ~
sold separately) ALICE IGNITES DEMONLAND (coming
soon)

Undercover Reaper
Jasmine used all of her wishes, now what? The genie
is gone. Jasmine thinks Sharra has him. As the last
original vampire, she’s determined to save him, her
parents, and her fiancé, as well as the world. But it’s a
lot. And she can’t seem to catch a break. When the
dragon, Abernathy sends her and Christopher back in
time, she must protect her very human grandfather
from vampires as well as werewolves. Because
without Adam, there would be no Dorian and without
Dorian there would be no Jasmine. On top of that, she
must find the last piece of the elven crown. If she can
survive it all, she may be able to defeat Sharra and
finally fulfill her destiny by banishing the darkness.
__________ Jasmine's Reimagining: Vampire Lies
Vampire Secrets Vampires & Gargoyles Vampires &
Dragons Vampire Magics

A Beauty So Beastly: A Blood and Snow
Companion Novel
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"I'd give this book ten stars if Amazon had them, it
was really that good." - The Books Debut"This book
will keep you reading with a very unexpected twist" Cyruss1264Sophie Berkeley has been married to a
monster for more than two years. When she catches
her husband in their bed with another woman, she
decides enough is enough. The prospect of leaving
the abusive man is daunting, and she asks her best
friend for help. But there's a problem. Her husband
refuses to let her go and will do anything to make
sure that if he can't have her, no one can. As Sophie
fights to stay alive and claw her way into a possible
new relationship, she begins to uncover secrets and
realize that living in fear is better than living a lie.
She'll go to any lengths, do anything to escape her
twisted husband, including murder. The only
question? Will she be the one to die or will it be the
man determined to destroy her? __________RaShelle
Workman writing as Ann Hardy Sizzling Sweet
RomancePEACH VALLEYMost Eligible CowboyHappily
Ever SummerLOVE IS A DESTINATION SERIES:
Rockstar BillionaireBillionaire Best ManFaking it With
the BillionaireDating the BillionairePORT ST. AUSTEN
BILLIONAIRE'S CLUBThe Betting Billionaire The
Country Singer's BillionaireThe Prideful
BillionaireTotally Scrooged* * *ETERNALLY
ENTANGLEDEternally EntangledThoroughly Tousled
(11/2020)Infinitely Intertwined (12/2020)WOLF BLOOD
ACADEMY InitiationInduction (2021)Inheritance
(2021)EERIE VALLEY SUPERNATURALSUndercover
ReaperTwice Reaped THE FAIRYTALE
CHRONICLESRoyal Selection Royal Contract
(2021)PARANORMAL INVESTIGATIONSGhoulish
Whisper (12/2020)FAIRY ACADEMY Hidden
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PrincessBroken Curse Stolen MagicBOX SETThe
Complete Fairy Academy Series DEMONLAND SERIES
Alice in DemonlandAlice Fights DemonlandAlice Takes
DemonlandAlice Ignites DemonlandBEASTLY SERIESA
Beauty so BeastlyA Beauty so Deadly (2021)SEVEN
MAGICS ACADEMYBlood and SnowFate and
MagicQueen of the VampiresDeadly WitchRoyal
WitchVampire Lies Vampire Secrets Vampires &
Gargoyles Vampires & Dragons Vampire Magics BOX
SET Seven Magics Academy Books 1-3: Blood and
Snow, Fate and Magic, and Queen of the
VampiresIMMORTALS Venus FallingGODS AND
PARANORMALSGoddess CurseMystical GiftBOX
SETGods and Paranormals The Complete SeriesFABLE
TOWN MYSTERY SERIESIced Raspberry Cookies and a
CurseDEAD ROSES SERIES: Sleeping RosesMAGIC
BLOOD ACADEMY (2021)Elemental Outcast Games
Book 1 FireElemental Outcast Games Book 2
WaterElemental Outcast Games Book 3
EarthElemental Outcast Games Book 4 Air

Across the Ages
Genre: YA Reimagined Fairy Tale Blood and Snow
Book 1 "Lips red as rubies, hair dark as night. Drink
your true love's blood, become the Vampire, Snow
White." EVERY THOUSAND YEARS THE VAMPIRE
QUEEN SELECTS A NEW BODY, ALWAYS THE FAIREST
IN THE LAND, AND THIS TIME SHE'S CHOSEN SNOW
WHITE. Summary: BLOOD AND SNOW (1.1): Snow
White lives in Salem, Massachusetts with her dad,
stepmother, and her cat, Gatsby. Her entire life she's
been teased for her fairy tale name, and the fact that
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her seven best friends happen to be guys whose
names begin with the same letters as the seven
dwarves. Everything changes on a trip into Boston,
where an unseen stranger bites her, and she's
transformed into something not quite human.
REVENANT IN TRAINING (1.2): Snow has been
transformed into a revenant - not quite human and
not quite vampire. She must discover how to live with
the changes, hopefully without killing anyone. THE
VAMPIRE CHRISTOPHER (1.3): As a revenant, Snow
White craves blood. Especially the blood of her
Hunter. But will drinking from him save or enslave
her? BLOOD SOAKED PROMISES (1.4): Snow White
must come to terms with her bloodlust. It's one thing
to drink the blood of her Hunter, something else
entirely to drink the blood of a human. Continue the
series by reading BLOOD AND SNOW Book 2, which
includes: Prey and Magic 2.1, Masquerade's Moon 2.2,
Seal of Gabriel 2.3, and Telltale Kisses 2.4.

Touching Melody
“Vampires. Why do we care? In these pages you will
find what is very simply, the most literate,
imaginative, and just plain fascinating answer to that
question ever written.” ?Whitley Strieber In a culture
that does not do death particularly well, we are
obsessed with mortality. Margot Adler writes,
“Vampires let us play with death and the issue of
mortality. They let us ponder what it would mean to
be truly long lived. Would the long view allow us to
see the world differently, imagine social structures
differently? Would it increase or decrease our
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reverence for the planet? Vampires allow us to ask
questions we usually bury.” As Adler, a longtime NPR
correspondent and question asker, sat vigil at her
dying husband’s bedside, she found herself newly
drawn to vampire novels and their explorations of
mortality. Over the next four years—by now she has
read more than 270 vampire novels, from teen to
adult, from gothic to modern, from detective to
comic—she began to see just how each era creates
the vampires it needs. Dracula, an Eastern European
monster, was the perfect vehicle for 19th-century
England’s fear of outsiders and of disease seeping in
through its large ports. In 1960s America, Dark
Shadows gave us the morally conflicted vampire
struggling against his own predatory nature, who still
enthralls us today. Think Spike and Angel, Stefan and
Damon, Bill and Eric, the Cullens. Vampires Are Us
explores the issues of power, politics, morality,
identity, and even the fate of the planet that show up
in vampire novels today. Perhaps, Adler suggests, our
blood is oil, perhaps our prey is the planet. Perhaps
vampires are us.

Beguiled
Every thousand years the vampire queen selects a
new body, always the fairest in the land, and this time
she's chosen Snow White. Includes: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4
A modern day Snow White reimagining with a vampire
twist. "Lips red as rubies. Hair dark as night. Drink
your true love's blood. Become the vampire, Snow
White." Summary: (2.1): When blood is all you crave,
is there even a choice? (2.2): Professor Pops throws
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Snow White a Masquerade Ball for her sixteenth
birthday. A war is brewing and her party may be the
battle ground. (2.3):There are seven magical
properties in the Seal of Gabriel. Snow learns how the
Seal was created. (2.4): Finding out who you are can
be difficult, especially if you're a teenage girl who's
become a vampire. Snow White discovers why she
was sent back to Silindra's time. She also receives
several kisses, possibly even one from her true love.
Finish Snow White's story by downloading LOVE
BLEEDS!

Children of Depressed Mothers
"Roswell meets The Vampire Diaries in this mashup!
Romance. Betrayal. A hot vampire kissing an alien
princess?! Be swept away to the wiles of Wyoming
and then to the stars in this seriously entertaining,
twisted, science fiction/fantasy series." Betrayal
sucks! I should know. On my sixteenth birthday, it
was my destiny to become immortal and the next
queen of my home planet, Kelari. Instead I was
betrayed and sent to Earth where I was given a choice
by the gods. Suffocate and die by Earth’s atmosphere
or help a human find his soulmate. Of course, I chose
the latter. The decree sounded easy enough until I
met the guy. Michael is gorgeous; I’ll give him that.
But he’s also an arrogant jerk! No one could possibly
love him—least of all me. But Michael is the least of
my problems. There’s a hot vampire after me,
determined to make me like him. He's hard to resist,
especially when he's kissing me. Not to mention a
government group whose sole purpose is to hunt
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beings from other worlds. They’ve found out about
my unearthly identity, and despite my human
appearance, they are intent on capturing and
dissecting me like some kind of a lab experiment.
Thankfully my guardian Zaren followed me to this
planet. He’s sworn to protect me. He’s done so my
entire life. At least he’s supposed to. But Earth is
different than Kelari in more ways than one, and the
planet is affecting me like neither of us expected. I
don’t think he counted on keeping me safe from my
own traitorous heart. ___ THE IMMORTALS SERIES
Venus Falling Venus Rising THE BLOOD AND SNOW
SERIES Blood and Snow Masquerade's Moon Love
Bleeds The Cindy Chronicles Vampire Lies A Beauty
So Beastly Vampire Secrets Asha's Kisses Vampire
Nights Alice in Demonland Vampire Prey Alice Fights
Demonland Alice Takes Demonland ACROSS THE
AGES SERIES Across the Ages The King's Paranormal
Inquiries Division Past the Ages DEAD ROSES SERIES
Sleeping Roses Kissed by a Rose

Vampires Are Us
My name is Jasmine and I am an original vampire. A
few weeks ago, Laeddin took me to the Gargoyle
Realm. A lot happened there. We found Cole. Troy
and Professor Pops showed up, and I did something
something that needed to be done. Laeddin didn't
approve of my choice, but it was the right decision. I
also found the second piece of the fairy crown. And, I
fell in love. Like, deeply in love. It's been only a few
days since I left the Gargoyle Realm. I'm once again
tasked with locating another piece of the crown and
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slaying another assassin. This time we are going to
France. But it isn't our current day. When I wake, the
obnoxious golden dragon, Abernathy has whisked me
to fourteen hundred and twenty-eight, into a little
town a week's journey from the Chateau de Chinonthe location of the third piece of crown. Strangely
enough, Professor Pops is there, except he isn't a
professor yet. Nor is he a vampire. He's a regular man
in love with Joanna d'Arc, the one and only Joan of Arc
all the history books talk about. Meeting her is
incredible. The countryside is beautiful and our
journey is filled with adventure, but even without the
darkness and the Akuma, there is still the weight of
my destiny weighing heavily on me. The darkness will
overtake the world in a little more than a month. I
must collect the last three pieces of the crown so I
can destroy the wicked queen, save the world, and
hopefully get my wings back. Oh, and try not to die in
the process. ___________ VAMPIRE WISHES SERIES:
Blood and Snow 5: Vampire Lies Blood and Snow 7:
Vampire Secrets Blood and Snow 9: Vampire Nights
Blood and Snow 11: Vampire Prey Blood and Snow 14:
Vampire Magics

Blood and Snow 11: Vampire Prey
Free from her towering prison in another realm.
Determined to make up for lost time. Can Wysteria
set aside her past and find happiness, or are those
who want to use her power for their wicked plans
closer than she thinks? When Wysteria escapes her
lonesome tower and returns to her hometown, all she
wants is a regular life. That means attending college
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in Gothel Springs, where supernaturals and humans
coexist somewhat contentedly. There she intends to
make bad choices and possibly give her preteen crush
a chance. When she left, Austin was a boy. Now he's a
gorgeous man with the most kissable lips. Her
newfound brother, a vampire, named Christopher,
promises to keep her safe and help her settle into her
new life. But when a student winds up dead and a
vampire is the culprit, Wysteria wonders if she'll really
ever be able to escape her past. ★This series is set in
the Seven Magics Academy World. Characters from
Blood and Snow appear in this story.★ __________ The
Eternally Entangled Series: Eternally Entangled
Thoroughly Tousled Infinitely Intertwined __________
The Seven Magics Academy World: Blood and Snow
Fate and Magic Queen of the Vampires Deadly Witch
Royal Witch Vampire Lies Vampire Secrets Vampires
& Gargoyles Vampires & Dragons Vampire Magics
__________ Other Books in the Seven Magics Academy
World: Hidden Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic
Alice in Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice
Takes Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland A Beauty
so Beastly ♥♥♥ Scroll up to get started on this
Rapunzel reimagining today! ♥♥♥

Dovetailed
Book 1 in the Beastly Series "For your vanity, your
cruelty, and your cold unfeeling heart, a curse I leave
upon you . . ." What happens if the beauty is also the
beast? The stunning Beatrice Cavanaugh is
considered American royalty. She has everything
except the ability to love. Cursed on her eighteenth
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birthday, she becomes more beastly than ever,
having a newfound craving for raw meat, and an
undeniable yearning for the night. Bitterness is her
only companion. After accusing a maid of stealing, a
disgustingly kind and exquisitely handsome guy
named Adam shows up asking Beatrice to drop the
charges against his mother. Infuriated by his
goodness, Beatrice vows to break him. Destroy him.
Make him hurt the way she hurts. So she agrees. On
one condition: Adam must take his mother's place as
a servant in the mansion. Because Beatrice won't stop
until he's more beastly than she is.

Past the Ages
Read the bestselling Snow White reimagining with a
vampire twist in this exclusive digital box set!
Includes all THREE books, including Blood and Snow,
Fate and Magic, and Queen of the Vampires. A wicked
queen with a blood-sucking request. A hot new guy at
the Academy. Will Snow get her happily ever after, or
will she wind up killing her crush? Vampires? Magic? I
didn’t believe in fairy tales. That was my first mistake.
My name is Snow White. At the Academy, I’m the butt
of jokes and the klutz no one wants to date until
Chace Charming walks into my life and changes
everything. Now I’m different. Now I let a complete
stranger drink my blood. Not only that, but the
vampire queen wants to claim me as her next victim,
and the only way to stop her is to become something
not quite human. With my life turned upside down,
it’s clear the supernatural is everywhere, and the pull
to become a vampire is irresistible. I must decide
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whether to remain in the mundane realm of humans
or change into the creature I was marked to be. ★★★
Blood and Snow is the first book in the #1 bestselling
Seven Magics Academy series. If you like
unputdownable storytelling, well developed
characters, and vampires with a great romance, then
you'll love RaShelle Workman's fast-paced and fun
reimagined fairy tale. ★★★ ✓ #1 in Paranormal
Fantasy ✓ #1 in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen Romance ✓ #1
in Science Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1 in Fairy Tales &
Folklore

Initiation
**Due to its heavy subject matter, this book is
recommended for ages 17+** She escapes
heartbreak by getting lost in the melody and finds
love in the unlikeliest of places. Praise for Touching
Melody: "I loved this story of two lost souls,
toughened up and emotionally closed off by their
circumstances, who opened up to each other and
themselves through music." - Stacey Wallace
Benefiel, author of Crossing Summary: Maddie
Martin's first weekend at college is nothing like she's
used to. It's wild, like the wilderness on which the
University of Bellam Springs sits. Roped into going to
a fraternity party, she literally runs into Kyle Hadley.
The boy she's loved since she was nine. The boy she
promised all of her firsts to. But that was before his
father killed her parents. Determined to stay away
from him, she throws herself into her music.
Practicing piano eases her heavy heart, calms the
sadness, and pushes away images of Kyle's face. Until
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it doesn't. Her music professor asks her to play a duet
for their annual Winter Gala. Doing so means she'll be
assured another full ride scholarship. It's an
opportunity she can't pass up. But Kyle is the other
half of the duet. And that means hours and hours of
practicing. Weeks of seclusion - just the two of them.
And it's more than just music. It's passion like Maddie
never believed was possible. The inevitable happens.
She falls in love with him all over again. But, will
loving him be enough to erase all the hate in her
heart for his father? Can she look at him, and not see
the evil in his family tree? And maybe it's all a set up.
Maybe Kyle is only pretending to care so he can finish
what his father started, and kill her too. Other works
by RaShelle Workman Young Adult Blood and Snow:
The Complete Set Immortal Essence series Romantic
Suspense Sleeping Roses Rose, Undercover

Vampire Wishes Books 1-2
My name is Jasmine and I am an original vampire.
Born of the seven magics, I've only had one desire, an
ultimate wish. A gorgeous genie named Laeddin
granted it. I should be living my happily ever after,
right? Wrong. My wish created grave consequences
and only I can repair them. But every time I try, the
problems get worse. Like the darkness overtaking the
human realm as well as the others. I know it's the evil
sorceress Maleficent behind it because I've seen her
wicked plan to rule. Now I must go after a crown
created by the fairies thousands of years ago. Its
believed the artifact will give the wearer
immeasurable power and I need it in order to destroy
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the darkness, but its been broken into five pieces. The
first is thought to be in Connecticut ______________
INCLUDES THE SHORT STORY: The Professor's Origin
______________ VAMPIRE WISHES: Blood and Snow 5:
Vampire Lies Blood and Snow 7: Vampire Secrets
Blood and Snow 9: Vampire Nights Blood and Snow
11: Vampire Prey Blood and Snow 14: Vampire Magics

The Cindy Chronicles
Alice is a half-demon. A loner with one goal. Defeat
her demon sire. But a chance encounter with a
mysterious warrior changes everything. Alice
Blackburn has only ever known one thing.
Demonland. All of her time is spent slaying demons
and preparing for the day when she’ll have to defeat
hers. Except she doesn’t know which of the seven
deadly demons he is until the gorgeous warrior, Kade
Everett fights his way into her life. Now Wrythe, king
of the Dark Moths, has ordered her to find out who
Kade is and what he wants. A seemingly
straightforward task, except it isn’t. Because she
quickly develops feelings for him. Which isn’t part of
the plan. With time running out, it seems like Wrythe
knows more than he’s telling her, and Kade certainly
does. Can she find out the truth they’re hiding before
her demon sire kills her? ★★★ Alice in Demonland is
the first book in the #1 bestselling Demonland series.
If you enjoy unputdownable storytelling, well
developed characters, and a magical romance, then
you'll love RaShelle Workman's fast-paced and fun
reimagined take on Alice in Wonderland. ★★★ ✓ #1
in Paranormal Fantasy ✓ #1 in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen
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Romance ✓ #1 in Science Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1 in
Fairy Tales & Folklore Scroll up and download Alice in
Demonland today! ♥ __________ DEMONLAND SERIES:
Alice in Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice
Takes Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland __________
Also by RaShelle Workman: Blood and Snow Fate and
Magic Queen of the Vampires Deadly Witch Royal
Witch Vampire Lies Vampires Secrets Vampires &
Gargoyles Vampires & Dragons Vampire Magics
Hidden Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic A Beauty
so Beastly Undercover Reaper The Fairytale
Chronicles Iced Raspberry Cookies and a Curse
Goddess Curse Mystical Gift Sleeping Rose Kissed by
a Rose Venus Falling

Fairy Academy
My name is Jasmine and I am an original vampire. To
me, that meant living in the land of Sharra with my
mom and dad, the king and queen. It also meant that
I had wings firmly planted on my back and oodles of
magic at my fingertips. It sounds amazing now, but
for years I despised those unique qualities about
myself. Instead of embracing my differences, I longed
to be normal. I wanted to live in the human realm.
Attend a regular high school, find a boyfriend, and
receive my first kiss. One day, I met a genie named
Laeddin and he granted my wish. That was a few
months ago. A lot has happened since then. People
have died. The world is dwindling in darkness. And a
pestilence is turning all creatures into Akuma,
demons whose only purpose is to serve the evil
mistress, Maleficent. There is a single thread of hope.
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I must find a crown created by fairies thousands of
years ago and use its power to stop Maleficent. The
crown has been split into five fragments. I've already
retrieved one piece, but there are still four to go.
Laeddin believes he's located a piece in the gargoyle
realm, a land covered in steep mountains, jagged
rocks, and gargoyles. They aren't a very friendly
bunch, but I will do whatever it takes to collect the
remaining pieces and save the world.

Vampire Nights
"Lips red as rubies, hair dark as night. Drink your true
love's blood, become the Vampire, Snow White."
EVERY THOUSAND YEARS THE VAMPIRE QUEEN
SELECTS A NEW BODY, ALWAYS THE FAIREST IN THE
LAND, AND THIS TIME SHE'S CHOSEN SNOW WHITE.
Praise for the Blood and Snow series: "The modern
twist on the Snow White fairy tale was interesting and
original, which isn't easy to find these days. Highly
recommended." Sarra Cannon, bestselling author of
the Peachville High Demons series Summary: BLOOD
AND SNOW: Snow White isn't an ordinary girl. She
doesn't know that yet. REVENANT IN TRAINING: Snow
has become something not quite human. She must
discover how to live with the changes, hopefully
without killing anyone. THE VAMPIRE CHRISTOPHER:
Snow White craves blood. Especially the blood of her
Hunter. But will drinking from him save or enslave
her? BLOOD SOAKED PROMISES: Snow White must
come to terms with her bloodlust. It's one thing to
drink the blood of her Hunter, something else entirely
to drink the blood of a human. More praise for the
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Blood and Snow series: "BLOOD AND SNOW draws
you in from the very beginning and never let's you go,
only to leave you anticipating more! Loved it." Debbie
Davis of Debbie's Inkspectations Can't get enough of
L.J. Smith's vampires? Love fractured fairytales? Buy
the Blood and Snow 4pack and get "sucked" away.
Other novels by RaShelle Workman Young Adult:
Fractured fairytales: Blood and Snow Blood and Snow
2: Revenant in Training Blood and Snow 3: The
Vampire Christopher Blood and Snow 4: Blood Soaked
Promises Blood and Snow 5: Prey and Magic Blood
and Snow 6: Masquerade's Moon Blood and Snow 7:
Seal of Gabriel Blood and Snow 8: Telltale Kisses
Blood and Snow 9-12 (coming soon) Sci-fi romance:
Aligned: An Immortal Essence Short Story Exiled
(Immortal Essence #1) Beguiled (Immortal Essence
#2) Romantic Suspense series: Sleeping Roses Rose,
Undercover From the Author The BLOOD AND SNOW
series is the fairytale retelling of Snow White. She
lives in present day Salem, Mass. Her next door
neighbors are 7 brothers who've been adopted by an
eccentric, older man they call Professor Pops. The
series will be told in 12 volumes. I hope you enjoy
reading about Snow, the seven brothers, and the
gorgeous Hunter, as much as I've enjoyed writing
about them. About the Author Lover of books, baking,
and toffee-making. Bestselling author of Sleeping
Roses, Exiled, Aligned: An Immortal Essence Short
Story, and the Blood and Snow series. Honorary nerd
with attitude.

Deadly Witch
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A malevolent witch. A fairy godmother with a deadly
ultimatum. Can Cindy get her happily ever after, or
will she be forced to marry a man she doesn’t love?
Dear Diary: My best friend is a vampire, I’m
completely in love with my boyfriend, and I have the
coolest job teaching Spells and Potions at the
Academy. My life has never been better. So when a
new student stirs up trouble and frees a sorceress
who threatens life as I know it, I have no choice but to
risk it all and track her down. Now I’m in a land called
Polonias filled with magical creatures, including a
talking leopard, a fairy godmother who’s allergic to
magic, and a totally handsome prince. He claims we
must be married to save the realm. What the spell?
Without a clue how to handle the prince, or defeat the
sorceress, I go in search of a glass lyre said to have
magical properties. When its truths are revealed, I
must decide whether to save my old life and follow
my heart or protect Polonias and help those who
claim I am one of them. Charms and hexes, Cindy
★★★ Deadly Witch is the fourth book in the #1
bestselling Seven Magics Academy series. If you like
unputdownable storytelling, well developed
characters, and a magical romance, then you'll love
RaShelle Workman's fast-paced and fun reimagined
fairy tale. ★★★ ✓ #1 in Paranormal Fantasy ✓ #1 in
Horror ✓ #1 in Teen Romance ✓ #1 in Science Fiction
& Fantasy ✓ #1 in Fairy Tales & Folklore Scroll up and
download Deadly Witch today! ♥ __________ The
Seven Magics Academy Series: Blood and Snow Fate
and Magic Queen of the Vampires Deadly Witch Royal
Witch Vampire Lies Vampire Secret Vampires and
Gargoyles Vampires and Dragons Vampire Magics
___________ Other books in this same world: A Beauty
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so Beastly Hidden Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic
Alice in Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice
Takes Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland

Sleeping Roses
Lucy is transported from 1815 London to current day
New York City with the help of a magical locket. She
meets William and the two fall in love but find that
their lives, as well as all of Earth, may be in danger
because of the locket and a jealous Egyptian goddess.

Blood and Snow 13: Alice Takes
Demonland
★ The Complete Demonland Series is now available
as a digital omnibus! Binge on all four full-length
novels at one low price! ★ Alice is a half-demon. A
loner with one goal. Defeat her demon sire. But a
chance encounter with a mysterious warrior changes
everything. Alice Blackburn has only ever known one
thing. Demonland. All of her time is spent slaying
demons and preparing for the day when she’ll have to
defeat hers. Except she doesn’t know which of the
seven deadly demons he is until the gorgeous warrior,
Kade Everett fights his way into her life. Now Wrythe,
king of the Dark Moths, has ordered her to find out
who Kade is and what he wants. A seemingly
straightforward task, except it isn’t. Because she
quickly develops feelings for him. Which isn’t part of
the plan. With time running out, it seems like Wrythe
knows more than he’s telling her, and Kade certainly
does. Can she find out the truth they’re hiding before
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her demon sire kills her? ★★★ The Demonland series
is complete. If you enjoy unputdownable storytelling,
well-developed characters, and a magical romance,
then you'll love RaShelle Workman's fast-paced and
fun reimagined take on Alice in Wonderland. ★★★
Available in this download: Alice in Demonland, Alice
Fights Demonland, Alice Takes Demonland, & Alice
Ignites Demonland ✓ #1 in Paranormal Fantasy ✓ #1
in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen Romance ✓ #1 in Science
Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1 in Fairy Tales & Folklore

Blood and Snow 3: Love Bleeds
Every thousand years the vampire queen selects a
new body, always the fairest in the land, and this time
she's chosen Snow White.

Blood and Snow
♥ Can love alter destiny? ♥ The Wolf Blood Academy
gave me an ultimatum. Attend and take my place in
the pack or my family suffers the consequences. One
bite changed my whole life. Until that fateful moment,
no one told me I descended from an ancient legacy of
wolves. Determined to keep my family safe, I enter
the Wolf Blood Academy, but acceptance isn't official
until I pass their initiation. A series of challenges
meant to discover my rank among the classes. With
my genetics, the tests should be easy, but I haven't
had years of training like the others. Even with my
focus on surviving, that isn't enough to keep me away
from Wyatt Wright. He's beyond gorgeous and so
tempting. I crave him. But everything in me says I
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need to stay away. Prove myself. I will do anything for
my family, even become the enemy so I can take
them down from the inside. Unless Wyatt takes me
down first. Maybe that won't be a bad thing. Can love
alter one's destiny? I guess I'm about to find out. ♥
WOLF BLOOD ACADEMY READING ORDER: Wolf Blood
Academy: Initiation Wolf Blood Academy: Induction
Wolf Blood Academy: Inheritance __________ Other
books by RaShelle Workman WOLF BLOOD ACADEMY
Initiation (9/2020) Induction (10/2020) Inheritance
(11/2020) EERIE VALLEY SUPERNATURALS Undercover
Reaper Twice Reaped (8/2020) THE FAIRYTALE
CHRONICLES Royal Selection PARANORMAL
INVESTIGATIONS Ghoulish Whisper (12/2020) FAIRY
ACADEMY Hidden Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic
DEMONLAND SERIES Alice in Demonland Alice Fights
Demonland Alice Takes Demonland Alice Ignites
Demonland BEASTLY SERIES A Beauty so Beastly A
Beauty so Deadly (2/2021) SEVEN MAGICS ACADEMY
Blood and Snow Fate and Magic Queen of the
Vampires Deadly Witch Royal Witch Vampire Lies
Vampire Secrets Vampires & Gargoyles Vampires &
Dragons Vampire Magics BOX SETS: Seven Magics
Academy Books 1-3: Blood and Snow, Fate and Magic,
and Queen of the Vampires ★ Seven Magics Academy
Books 4-5 ★ Seven Magics Academy 6-10 IMMORTALS
Venus Falling GODS AND PARANORMALS Goddess
Curse Mystical Gift BOX SET Gods and Paranormals
The Complete Series DEAD ROSES SERIES
(contemporary romantic suspense) Sleeping Roses
Kissed by a Rose

Vampires & Dragons
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Read the conclusion to Snow White's story! "Lips red
as rubies. Hair dark as night. Drink your true love's
blood. Become the vampire, Snow White." (3.1):
Questions are answered. Necks are bitten. Kisses are
traded. And Snow realizes sometimes love bleeds
(3.2): Snow possesses a piece of the first dragon's
soul. She needs to speak to him about that. Also, she
finally understands what it's like to be in love. (3.3):
Snow comes face to face with destiny. A word she
can't stand. (3.4): Snow is the only one who can
destroy the Vampire Queen, but her heart isn't in it.
___________ ALSO, INCLUDES: Cindy Witch, The
Hunter's Tale, Gabriel, After the Kiss, and Blood's
Rose Continue in the Blood and Snow world by
reading Blood and Snow 4: The Cindy Chronicles

Seven Magics Academy Books 6-10
“For your vanity, your cruelty, and your cold unfeeling
heart, a curse I leave upon you . . .” What happens if
the beauty is also the beast? The stunning Beatrice
Cavanaugh is considered American royalty. She has
everything except the ability to love. Cursed on her
eighteenth birthday, she becomes more beastly than
ever, having a newfound craving for raw meat, and an
undeniable yearning for the night. Bitterness is her
only companion. After accusing a maid of stealing, a
disgustingly kind and exquisitely handsome guy
named Adam shows up asking Beatrice to drop the
charges against his mother. Infuriated by his
goodness, Beatrice vows to break him. Destroy him.
Make him hurt the way she hurts. So she agrees. On
one condition: Adam must take his mother’s place as
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a servant in the mansion. Because Beatrice won’t stop
until he’s more beastly than she is. ___________ THE
BLOOD AND SNOW WORLD * * * BLOOD AND SNOW
(Snow White) blood and snow 1 masquerade's moon 2
love bleeds 3 _________ SHORT STORIES INCLUDED IN
BOOK 3 cindy witch the hunter's tale Gabriel after the
kiss blood's rose THE CINDY CHRONICLES (Cinderella)
witch magic 1.1 witch land 1.2 witch time 1.3 witch
kiss 1.4 witch love 1.5 witch end 1.6 VAMPIRE WISHES
(Jasmine) vampire lies 1 vampire secrets 2 vampire
nights 3 vampire prey 4 vampire magics 5 _______
SHORT STORY INCLUDED IN BOOK 3 the professor's
origin 0.1 BEASTLY (Belle) a beauty so beastly 1 a
beauty so deadly 2 (coming soon) a beauty so
completely 3 (coming soon) ASHA EVER AFTER
(Aurora) asha's kisses 1 asha's curse 2 (coming soon)
asha's ever after 3 (coming soon) DEMONLAND (Alice)
alice in demonland 1 alice fights demonland 2
(coming soon) alice takes demonland 3 (coming soon)
THE FORGOTTEN MERMAID (Ariel) ~ Exclusively part
of Once Upon a Happy Ending anthology. ~

A Beauty So Beastly
An ages-old secret. An endless supply of blood. Will
Snow get her happily ever after or be forever stuck in
the mind of an original vampire? Vampires and magic
have become my new normal, and I’m living my own
kind of fairy tale. On my sixteenth birthday, my best
friends throw me a masquerade. And even though I’m
a self-proclaimed tomboy, I’m excited to celebrate.
That is until malicious supernaturals crash the party
and ruin everything, forcing me to use a magical
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artifact to save those I love. Now I’m stuck in the
mind of an original vampire and required to live out
her life and witness her betrayal by those she holds
most dear. There’s only one way back, and I’m
desperate to change history. Without my friends, it’s
clear what I must do, but if I succeed, my new friend
will wind up dead. ★★★ Fate and Magic is the second
book in the #1 bestselling Seven Magics Academy
series. If you like unputdownable storytelling, well
developed characters, and vampires with a great
romance, then you'll love RaShelle Workman's fastpaced and fun reimagined fairy tale. ★★★ ✓ #1 in
Paranormal Fantasy ✓ #1 in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen
Romance ✓ #1 in Science Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1 in
Fairy Tales & Folklore

Masquerade's Moon
This boxed set contains the first two books in the
Vampire Wishes series, an Aladdin reimagining
featuring Jasmine. *** This series is part of the Blood
and Snow world. *** "This book was so good I couldn't
put it down. It's loosely based off of Aladdin, but it
focuses more on Jasmine, which I really liked." ~
Amazon Review "Keeping true to her magical worlds
and characters, Miss Workman has once again given
us a beautiful and magical story." ~ Amazon Review
VAMPIRE LIES: Once upon a time there lived a
vampire with wings and the genie who loved her My
name is Jasmine and I'm an original vampire. Created
by the world's magics, I must drink the blood of the
seven in order to sustain myself. On top of that I have
wings. Large, black wings that make everything from
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dressing to sleeping more difficult. My parents tell me
I'm special and that I should embrace my uniqueness,
but all I want is to be normal. Attend a regular high
school and have friends in the human realm, just like
they did. So when I meet Laeddin and he agrees to
grant me three wishes, I make the ultimate choice.
But will it lead to my happily ever after or the
destruction of the world? Only time will tell and there
isn't much left. VAMPIRE SECRETS: A dream is a wish
your heart makes At least that's what I've always
read. My name is Jasmine and I'm an original vampire.
It's been a month since I agreed to the wish that
would keep Laeddin safe. By all accounts I should be
excited by the way things are. I'm attending high
school, hanging out with friends, and spending time
with Laeddin. But I'm not. Ever since the sorceress,
Maleficent ripped away a part of me, I haven't felt like
myself. To make matters worse, the man with red
eyes that haunted my dreams is appearing in real life
and demonic creatures keep showing up in Salem.
The question on both counts is why? I must figure out
who the man with red eyes is and what the creatures
want. Thankfully I'm not alone. Laeddin, Peter, Zoe,
and some friends from the mansion next door are
here to help. I also need to deal with Maleficent. She’s
using what she took from me to inflict havoc on the
human realm as well as other realms.
__________________ VAMPIRE WISHES Books Include:
Vampire Lies Vampire Secrets Vampire Nights
Vampire Prey Vampire Magics ________________ THE
BLOOD AND SNOW WORLD ORDER ~ These stories do
not have to be read in order, but you can. It does
make the experience more fun. ~ BLOOD AND SNOW
(Snow White) blood and snow 1 masquerade's moon 2
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love bleeds 3 _________ SHORT STORIES INCLUDED IN
BOOK 3 cindy witch the hunter's tale Gabriel after the
kiss blood's rose THE CINDY CHRONICLES (Cinderella)
witch magic 1.1 witch land 1.2 witch time 1.3 witch
kiss 1.4 witch love 1.5 witch end 1.6 VAMPIRE WISHES
(Jasmine) vampire lies 1 vampire secrets 2 vampire
nights 3 vampire prey 4 vampire magics 5 _______
SHORT STORY INCLUDED IN BOOK 5 the professor's
origin 0.1 BEASTLY (Belle) a beauty so beastly 1 a
beauty so deadly 2 (coming soon) a beauty so
completely 3 (coming soon) ASHA EVER AFTER
(Aurora) asha's kisses 1 asha's curse 2 (coming soon)
asha's ever after 3 (coming soon) DEMONLAND (Alice)
alice in demonland 1 alice fights demonland 2
(coming soon) alice takes demonland 3 (coming soon)
THE FORGOTTEN MERMAID (Ariel) ~ Exclusively part
of Once Upon a Happy Ending anthology. ~

Eternally Entangled
Once upon a time there lived a vampire with wings
and the genie who loved her Born of the seven
magics, Jasmine was different in every way, including
the obnoxious wings on her back courtesy of the
seven magics and the original Vampires. But she
wants to be normal, to be a regular teenaged girl.
When a gorgeous genie promises to grant her three
wishes, Jasmine takes him up on the offer and wishes
away everything she's ever known for a life in the
human realm. But nothing is normal there either.
Shadows haunt her dreams and her waking life, killing
humans and taunting her. When one of them kills her
friend, Jasmine decides to help the genie figure out a
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way to destroy them and save those she loves. ★★★
This box set contains books 6-10 in the #1 bestselling
Seven Magics Academy series. If you like
unputdownable storytelling, well developed
characters, and vampires with a great romance, then
you'll love RaShelle Workman's fast-paced and fun
reimagined fairy tale. ★★★ ✓ #1 in Paranormal
Fantasy ✓ #1 in Horror ✓ #1 in Teen Romance ✓ #1
in Science Fiction & Fantasy ✓ #1 in Fairy Tales &
Folklore Scroll up and download Blood and Snow
today! ♥ __________ The Seven Magics Academy
Series: Blood and Snow Fate and Magic Queen of the
Vampires Deadly Witch Royal Witch Vampire Lies
Vampire Secret Vampires and Gargoyles Vampires
and Dragons Vampire Magics ___________ Other series
in this same world: A Beauty so Beastly Hidden
Princess Broken Curse Stolen Magic Alice in
Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice Takes
Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland

Blood and Snow 5
Possessing magic sucks. What doesn't suck? Fashion,
Cindy's boyfriend Gabe, and her best friend, Snow
White. Cindy (Cinderellashhh, don't tell) was born a
witch. It's part of who she is. But there's more to her
than that. She loves deeply. And has a big heart.
She'd do anything for those she cares about, including
risk her own life to save theirs. When her fairy
godmother demands she leave Salem, Massachusetts
and return to the land she was born to rule, she has
two options. Tell her fairy godmother no, and seal a
death sentence on complete strangers. Or, leave all
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she's ever known behind, including the love of her
life, for an unknown land she's fated to save. So,
yeah, life sucks. But Cindy is determined to change
that. The Cindy Chronicles: Witch Magic Witch Land
Witch Time Witch Kiss Witch Love Witch End

Blood and Snow 1-10: Books 1-10 + 6
Short Stories
The Devil has given Alice an ultimatum and the fate of
the Dark Moths and their Society rests in her hands.
But should it? The Society is in chaos and there are
those who question whether King Wrythe should still
wear the crown or if he is a traitor. He must prove
himself to his people all over again as well as fight
against the one opposing him for the throne. Alice
supports Wrythe one hundred percent and is
determined to be there for him in any way possible. In
fact, after what she saw deep in Demonland's
underground, she would rather die than let Wrythe's
opponent anywhere near the throne. Ever since she
followed that blasted white rabbit down a demon
hole, her life has also been consumed with the Trial of
Three. It's affected her at every turn, including her
feelings for Kade and the king. Thankfully, Professor
Pops and Abernathy the dragon are there to back her
up, even if they aren't allowed in Demonland. Kade is
there for her, though since he's completed his orders
and has been commanded to stay away. But he can't
seem to help himself and Alice is glad. When she's
with him, everything feels right. Their kisses have
made her grateful she's the Queen of Hearts. If only
there was a way to help his superiors see how great
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the two of them are together. With the second trial
looming, she must choose between her people and
her heart. Love and destiny. But giving up either isn't
something she can live with. _______ The Demonland
Series Alice in Demonland Alice Fights Demonland
Alice Takes Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland

Blood and Snow Volumes 1-4
Venus has become immortal, just as she always
wanted. In the process she hurt Zaren, lost Michael,
and destroyed her family. At least that's what she
believed. Turns out Ramien, the god of her planets'
underworld, has her parents, and Michael. To save
them, Venus makes a deal. She must complete three
trials. They seem impossible. They certainly won't be
easy. Worst of all, someone she loves won't make it
out alive.

Exiled
Their love was so strong it reached across the ages.
Now it just might kill them. LUCY CHANNING is back in
her time of 1815 where she's engaged to her
childhood friend, the handsome Dashel Rothchild, 7th
Earl of Westington. He's incredibly sweet, a complete
gentleman, and not the man Lucy loves. But that's the
least of her problems. The Egyptian God of Chaos and
the irritating Moon Goddess have taken a special
interest in Lucy and Will, the man she's actually in
love with (and incidentally is from the twenty-first
century). One god appears to be trying to help while
the other wants them dead. It seems Will and Lucy's
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love is destined to end in blood or at least eternal
separation. There is a sliver of hope. Will and Lucy
must find the other half of Lucy's time travel amulet
and put the pieces together. It shouldn't be too
difficult, especially with the help of her betrothed, her
lady's maid, and the strange Duke of Vladimir.

Blood and Snow 11
It's against the law for supernaturals to live in the
human realm. Aurora knows that. What she doesn't
know is she's one of them. But a kiss changes
everything. When the fairy who cursed her offers a
way out, she must decide whether to leave her best
friends behind and join the Fairy Academy or finish
out her days in the human realm until the curse takes
her life. Seems like there really isn't a choice at all
_______ Read the complete series in this digital box
set! ♥♥♥ _______ Also by RaShelle Workman: FABLE
TOWN MYSTERY SERIES Iced Raspberry Cookies and a
Curse WOLF BLOOD ACADEMY Initiation (8/2020)
Induction (9/2020) Inheritance (10/2020) MAGIC
BLOOD ACADEMY (coming 2021) Elemental Outcast
Games Book 1 Fire Elemental Outcast Games Book 2
Water Elemental Outcast Games Book 3 Earth
Elemental Outcast Games Book 4 Air EERIE VALLEY
SUPERNATURALS Undercover Reaper (4/2020) Twice
Reaped (1/2021) THE FAIRYTALE CHRONICLES Royal
Selection PARANORMAL INVESTIGATIONS Ghoulish
Whisper (12/2020) FAIRY ACADEMY Hidden Princess
Broken Curse Stolen Magic BOX SET The Complete
Fairy Academy Series DEMONLAND SERIES Alice in
Demonland Alice Fights Demonland Alice Takes
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Demonland Alice Ignites Demonland (7/2020)
BEASTLY SERIES A Beauty so Beastly A Beauty so
Deadly (2/2021) SEVEN MAGICS ACADEMY Blood and
Snow Fate and Magic Queen of the Vampires Deadly
Witch Royal Witch Vampire Lies Vampire Secrets
Vampires & Gargoyles Vampires & Dragons Vampire
Magics BOX SET Seven Magics Academy Books 1-3:
Blood and Snow, Fate and Magic, and Queen of the
Vampires IMMORTALS Venus Falling GODS AND
PARANORMALS Goddess Curse Mystical Gift BOX SET
Gods and Paranormals The Complete Series DEAD
ROSES SERIES: Sleeping Roses Kissed by a Rose Ann
Hardy Sizzling Sweet Romance PEACH VALLEY Most
Eligible Cowboy Most Delicious Cowboy (10/2020)
Most Unforgettable Cowboy (12/2020) Happily Ever
Summer LOVE IS A DESTINATION SERIES: Rockstar
Billionaire Billionaire Best Man Faking it With the
Billionaire Dating the Billionaire PORT ST. AUSTEN
BILLIONAIRE'S CLUB The Betting Billionaire The
Country Singer's Billionaire The Prideful Billionaire
(8/2020) Totally Scrooged Download RaShelle's books
today! They are all free with Kindle Unlimited!

Blood and Snow Volumes 1-4
WORLDS DIVIDED THEM. DESTINY BROUGHT THEM
TOGETHER. ONLY LOVE WILL SAVE THEM. On princess
Venus's planet of Kelari, her people go through a
change at the age of sixteen, one that takes them
from mortality to immortality. But on her birthday,
before the change can take place, she's hurled to
Earth. It's a planet she can't survive on for long. After
pleading with the Gods, her guardian, Zaren counsels
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that the only way Venus can return home is if she
helps someone find his soul mate. That seems a
simple task. From her Earth Studies classes, she's
learned humans fall in love easily. But when she
meets Michael her attitude changes. He's broken,
angry, and incredibly rude. Venus doesn't even know
if he can love. With time running out, and an evil force
trying to destroy her, she is determined to help
Michael heal and find love. Her life, her planet, and
her people depend on her success. If she doesn't
triumph, she'll die, but if she does she might lose her
heart. ____________________ PRAISE FOR THIS SERIES:
"Michael and Venus have probably been the best
pairing/couple that I've read about this year! GO
READ THIS BOOK! You will love it. Seriously." Nancy,
reviewer Tumbling Books "Writing that moves readers
to ponder their hearts is good writing, and that's what
readers will find with Workman. Her protagonist is
strong willed, her antagonist is easy to hate, and her
mentor is easy to love." Kathleen Brebes "What a
ride!" Taffy Lovell _____________________________ Books
in this series: EXILED DOVETAILED ALIGNED EARTH'S
GUARDIAN ZAREN'S TRAVELS

Fate and Magic
Half demon, Alice grew up in the Dark Moth
compound. Her sheltered life has been nothing more
than training and slaying underling demons in
preparation for becoming a full-fledged Dark Moth,
the only thing she's ever wanted. Her fellow trainees
call her the Queen of Hearts and treat her as an
outsider, but they are the only family she's ever
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known. After agreeing to the ominous Trial of Three,
Alice is sent down a rabbit hole and secrets about her
heritage are revealed. She isn't happy about them
either. Nor are the members of the Dark Moth Society.
When the truth about her becomes common
knowledge, the leaders of the Dark Moths order
Alice's extermination. Personally, Alice can hardly
make sense of her life. Kade kissed her passionately
and then told her they couldn't be together. But he
keeps showing up, taunting her with unfulfilled
promises. It's enough to drive anyone mad.
Desperate, she enlists Professor Pops to help her save
the Society and her king and complete her Trials.
When all is said and done, her greatest hope is that
the man she loves will still be around to love her back.
_________ The Demonland Series: Alice in Demonland
Alice Fights Demonland Alice Takes Demonland

Blood and Snow 12: Alice Fights
Demonland
My name is Jasmine and I am an original vampire. A
few weeks ago, Laeddin took me to the Gargoyle
Realm. A lot happened there. We found Cole. Troy
and Professor Pops showed up, and I did something…
something that needed to be done. Laeddin didn’t
approve of my choice, but it was the right decision. I
also found the second piece of the fairy crown. And, I
fell in love. Like, deeply in love. It’s been only a few
days since I left the Gargoyle Realm. I’m once again
tasked with locating another piece of the crown and
slaying another assassin. This time we are going to
France. But it isn’t our current day. When I wake, the
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obnoxious golden dragon, Abernathy has whisked me
to fourteen hundred and twenty-eight, into a little
town a week’s journey from the Chateau de
Chinon—the location of the third piece of crown.
Strangely enough, Professor Pops is there, except he
isn’t a professor yet. Nor is he a vampire. He’s a
regular man in love with Joanna d’Arc, the one and
only Joan of Arc all the history books talk about.
Meeting her is incredible. The countryside is beautiful
and our journey is filled with adventure, but even
without the darkness and the Akuma, there is still the
weight of my destiny weighing heavily on me. The
darkness will overtake the world in a little more than
a month. I must collect the last three pieces of the
crown so I can destroy the wicked queen, save the
world, and hopefully get my wings back. Oh, and try
not to die in the process. ___________ VAMPIRE WISHES
SERIES: Vampire Lies Vampire Secrets Vampire Nights
Vampire Prey Vampire Magics (coming soon)

Love Bleeds
Every thousand years the vampire queen selects a
new body, always the fairest in the land, and this time
she's chosen Snow White. A modern day Snow White
reimagining with a vampire twist. "Lips red as rubies.
Hair dark as night. Drink your true love's blood.
Become the vampire, Snow White." Summary: Every
thousand years the Vampire Queen selects a new
body, always the fairest in the land, and this time
she's chosen Snow White. (3.1): Questions are
answered. Necks are bitten. Kisses are traded. And
Snow realizes sometimes love bleeds (3.2): Snow
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possesses a piece of the first dragon's soul. She
needs to speak to him about that. Also, she finally
understands what it's like to be in love. (3.3): Snow
comes face to face with destiny. A word she can't
stand. (3.4): Snow is the only one who can destroy the
Vampire Queen, but her heart isn't in it. _____ This
download includes the short stories: 3.5: Cindy Witch,
3.6 A Hunter's Tale, 3.7 Gabriel, 3.8 After the Kiss,
and 3.9 Blood's Rose

Demonland: The Complete Series
New town. New job. New supernatural power. I reap
the dead and there's plenty of work in Eerie Valley.
My name is Faith Ghraves and I'm a detective in the
small town of Eerie Valley, just outside of Los Angeles,
California. A few months ago I started to see the
spirits of the recently deceased. On one fateful night,
I accidentally touched one and without knowing how
sent the spirit to the afterlife. No one knows my
secret because how would I tell them. Instead, I
pretend to be just an average woman with a badge
and gun. There are two cases my partner and I are
working. The first is that of a child who's gone
missing. The second involves dead strippers. The FBI
is also involved. They believe the murders are the
work of a twisted serial killer and they want to use me
as bait. That means going undercover. As a stripper.
The prospect is terrifying. Even more scary than
seeing the dead. But I never was one to back down
from a sucky situation. As we uncover more about
each case, it becomes apparent nothing in this town
is ordinary and the supernatural is everywhere.
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Venus Falling
Once upon a time there lived a vampire with wings
and the genie who loved her My name is Jasmine and
I'm an original vampire. Created by the world's
magics, I must drink the blood of the seven in order to
sustain myself. On top of that I have wings. Large,
black wings that make everything from dressing to
sleeping more difficult. My parents tell me I'm special
and that I should embrace my uniqueness, but all I
want is to be normal. Attend a regular high school and
have friends in the human realm, just like they did. So
when I meet Laeddin and he agrees to grant me three
wishes, I make the ultimate choice. But will it lead to
my happily ever after or the destruction of the world?
Only time will tell and there isn't much left.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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